The spatiotemporal dynamics of protein complexes and genome loci are functionally linked to cellular health status. To study the inherent motion of subnuclear particles, it is essential to remove any superimposed component stemming from displacement and deformation of the nucleus. In this article, we propose a mapping of the nuclear interior, which is based on the deformation of the nuclear contour and has no shape constraints. This registration procedure enabled an accurate estimation of telomere mobility in living human cells undergoing dramatic nuclear deformations. Given the large variety of pathologies and cellular processes that are associated with strong nuclear shape changes, the contour mapping algorithm has generic value for improving the accuracy of mobility measurements of genome loci and intranuclear macromolecule complexes. ' 
ume without imposing any shape constraints. To cater for complete nonrigid transformations, landmark-based methods have been proposed (11, 12) , but the results of these methods are completely dependent on the choice of robust landmarks, which is not always straightforward.
In this article, we propose a novel approach, which maps two nuclei between consecutive time points without imposing constraints (e.g. shape), nor requiring any landmarks. Instead, contours are extracted from segmented nuclei, which are signature-matched to achieve a point-to-point correspondence.
On the basis of this matching, a mapping of the entire nucleus is calculated using polyharmonic splines. This mapping predicts the location of nuclear loci, solely based on the deformation of the nucleus, i.e. in the absence of individual motion. The actual displacements can then be determined by comparing the predicted location with the actual location of the nuclear loci of interest. The algorithm was tested both on simulated images and on recordings of human cells undergoing artificially induced as well as naturally occurring deformation. Using this algorithm, the overall accuracy was improved significantly compared to rigid registration or the state of the art Demons method (13) . In addition, the algorithm significantly increased the tracking efficiency by dramatically reducing the number of false matches in the nearest neighbour based tracking algorithm.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture and Transfection
ECV-TRF2 were cultured in advanced DMEM (Gibco, Invitrogen, Merelbeke, Belgium) supplemented with 2% FCS and 1% pencillin/streptomycin/glutamin. ECV-TRF2, is a derivative clone from ECV304, a cell line originally described as an immortalized endothelial cell line (14) , stably expressing the telomere binding fusion protein mCitrine-hTRF2 (15) . Fibroblast cells from a patient with a nonsense Y259X homozygous mutation in the lamin A/C gene (LMNA 2/2 ) which are completely devoid of functional lamin A/C (16), were cultured in advanced DMEM/F12 (Gibco, Invitrogen, Merelbeke, Belgium) supplemented with 10% FCS and 1% penicillin/ streptomycin/glutamin.
For transfections and live cell imaging, cells were grown on collagen coated glass bottom dishes (Matek, USA). LMNA 2/2 cells were transiently transfected with the construct pmCitrinehTRF2 and Lipofectamin 2000 (Invitrogen, Merelbeke, Belgium) according to manufacturers' instructions. Transiently transfected cells were imaged 24 h after transfection.
Image Acquisition
For live cell imaging, glass bottom dishes were filled with prewarmed medium and sealed off with parafilm, after which they were inserted into a microscope incubator and allowed to equilibrate to 378C for 30 min. Cells were observed under a Nikon A1r confocal microscope mounted on a Nikon Ti body (Nikon Instruments, France 
Image Processing
We have developed a novel automated method for full non-rigid registration of nuclei in raw CLEM images. All processing work was performed in Matlab R20007b
1 on an Intel i7 1.6 GHz processor with 4 GB memory. A workflow was created of which the major aspects are described in more detail below and which are schematically summarized in Figure 1 .
Segmentation. Since the proposed method estimates the topological changes based on the deformation of the nucleus, the nucleus needs to be segmented first (Fig. 1a) . To this end, an average projection is made of the confocal 3D stack, followed by a Gaussian filter (kernel size 5 5, sigma 5 3) to reduce noise while preserving edge information. The resulting image is then binarized using Otsu's autothresholding method, which calculates a threshold by minimizing the variance of both the foreground and background (18) . Because of remaining noise, not all nucleus pixels are correctly classified as foreground and also some background pixels will wrongfully be considered as foreground. This is corrected with a morphological opening (disk-shaped structuring element, size 5 5) and closing (disk-shaped structuring element, size 5 4). Finally, the contour delineating the segment is parameterised and filtered with a Mean filter (kernel size 5 5), to obtain a smooth contour. This is important for the subsequent signature matching (see next paragraph). For more detailed work on cell nuclei segmentation, we refer to (19) (20) (21) .
Contour matching. Next, we find the correspondence between contours delineating the nucleus in consecutive time frames: points belonging to the contour in one frame will be linked to the corresponding points on the contour in the next frame. To this end, we first calculate a signature s i (.) of the contour in frame i. This is a function describing the contour in one dimension. The signature is then used for the actual matching. The contour is described as c(t) 5 (x(t),y(t)), with t [ Z and c(n 1 1) 5 c(1), i.e. the contour is periodical (with period n). Four different signatures were calculated based on c(t): a complex signature, a normalized centroid distance signature, a tangent direction signature and a curvature signature (Fig. 1b) . A more detailed description of these signatures is given in the appendix. The matching criterion we applied for two signatures is the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance. DTW is also known as the dog-man distance, in analogy to a man walking a dog on a leash. Both walk different paths (i.e. the two signatures) with the potential to walk at different pace depending on the length of the leash (i.e. the warping func-TECHNICAL NOTE tion), but with the ultimate goal of maintaining overall closest proximity between man and dog (i.e. the DTW distance). In mathematical terms, the DTW distance is the smallest cumulative difference between both signatures s 1 (.) and s 2 (.), which is found by changing the scanning speed/sampling density (the length of the leash) along the contour signature ( Fig. 1c) : where c(.) is a warping function, i.e. a monotonic function mapping all n elements of s 1 (.) onto all m elements in s 2 (.). The optimal warping function, which minimizes the DTW distance will be used for calculating the mapping of the nuclei between consecutive frames. For discrete contour signatures, the DTW distance (and implicitly also the warping function) can be calculated in an efficient way using an n 3 m alignment matrix D(.,.), for which:
Dði; jÞ ¼ dði; jÞ þ minðaDði; j À 1Þ; aDði À 1; jÞ;
Dði À 1; j À 1ÞÞ ð2Þ
with d(i, j)5||s 1 (i)2s 2 (j)|| and a a weighting factor greater than or equal to one. To penalize warping functions where too many points of one signal are matched to a single point in the other signal, we have set a 5 1.25. This was empirically determined to be a good value for matching nuclei contours in our datasets. Starting from D(n, m), i.e. the DTW distance, the warping function is obtained by recursively finding the minimum D value for a matrix element within its direct neighbours in the alignment matrix, down to its starting point. The DTW distance is uniquely defined between two finite time series. Although signatures are infinitely long, they are periodical (with period n). In other words between 1 and n, the signature can be considered as finite in time. This, however, assumes that the starting points correspond between frames. If this is not the case, a wrong DTW distance and suboptimal warping function will be obtained. This potential pitfall is avoided by calculating the DTW warping function twice: once to find the offset in starting points and a second time to calculate the exact warping function. When starting points do not correspond between signatures of consecutive frames, the starting point in one signature will generally be matched to k different points in the other signature by the first DTW warping function. A circular shift by k points will create a unique correspondence in starting points (Fig. 2) . On the basis of this shifted version of the signature the second DTW warping function is calculated. It may happen that multiple points on one contour match a single point on the second contour, which might lead to numerically unstable solutions in the cell-mapping algorithm (see next subsection). To avoid this situation both contours are resampled (Supp. Info. Fig. S1 ). Consider two signatures s 1 (.) and s 2 (.) of consecutive time frames with one point, s 1 (t) of the first signature being matched with two points s 2 (a) and s 2 (b) on the other signature. s 1 (t 2 1) is the last predecessor and s 1 (t 1 1) the first successor of s 1 (t) with a unique point-to-point correspondence, s 2 (t 2 1) and s 2 (t 1 1), respectively. The curve between s 2 (t 2 1) and s 2 (t 1 1) will be resampled in such a way that there are as many samples as there are samples between s 1 (t 2 1) and s 1 (t 1 1), making sure that the arclength between the samples s 1 (.) is proportional to the arclength of their corresponding samples in s 2 (.).
Cell mapping. On the basis of the contour matching, each point on the contour will now correspond to a unique point on the contour of the subsequent frame. For mapping all points p 5 (x, y) inside the nucleus between frames, we perform an interpolation based on polyharmonic splines:
where a, a x , a y , and w j are a set of weighting coefficients, c(j) are the contour points, d (Á) is a distance function and /(.) is a radial basis function. We propose the commonly used polyharmonic splines as radial basis functions, i.e.
where k is the degree of the basis functions. The weighting coefficients in Eq. (3) are calculated by solving a system of linear equations:
N equations that map the points on the contour to their matching points on the other contour, i.e. M(c(t)) 5 c 0 (t) where c 0 (t) is the matching contour point of c(t) based on the optimal warping function. two equations imposing orthogonality of the weighting coefficients, w onto the basis function, i.e.:
one equation forcing the sum of weighting coefficients to equal zero:
This system can be solved using any solver for linear systems, e.g. Gaussian elimination. A more detailed discussion on polyharmonic splines and the influence of the different radial basis functions can be found in (22) .
Although polyharmonic interpolation has been proven useful for nonrigid registration, some adjustments are needed to use them in this context. A first modification concerns the use of an alternative distance metric. The mapping of a point in the nucleus depends on the Euclidean distance between the point itself and the contour points. However, this distance does not take into account the shape of the nucleus. By ignoring the nuclear shape we overestimate the displacement of contour points which might be close by in the image, but which can be far away in the nucleus (Supp. Info. Fig. S2 ). Although it is difficult to estimate the exact error introduced by using the Euclidean distance (as it depends on the degree of concavity of the nuclear outline, which can be highly present in some pathological nuclei), we propose using the more correct geodesic distance (Supp. Info. Fig. S2 ). The geodesic distance represents the length of the shortest path not crossing the cell wall and was calculated using a fast-marching toolbox by Peyre (23) .
A second adaptation to the interpolation method concerns the maximum displacement. Polyharmonic spline interpolation generally results in a smooth mapping with a risk of TECHNICAL NOTE the maximum displacement falling inside of the nucleus (Supp. Info. Fig. S3 ). Assuming that the interior displacement is mostly due to the deformation of the nuclear contour, we expect the magnitude of the displacement vector to be maximal along the contour of the mapping and not inside of the nucleus. To avoid the maximum displacement from falling inside the nucleus, the derivatives of the mapping normal to the contour were set equal to zero. This was done by duplicating contour points at a short distance (1 pixel) outside of the nucleus before mapping, a technique we refer to as contour padding (Supp. Info. Fig. S3 ).
Telomere tracking. To study telomere dynamics over time, detected telomeres in consecutive time frames are matched using the Iterative Closes Point method (ICP). This results in a matching where each telomere is matched with exactly one telomere in the next frame. ICP is a greedy algorithm, i.e. the closest telomere points are matched first and this decision is not revised in the remaining of the algorithm. This is iteratively repeated until all telomeres are matched. Manual annotation of tracks and images was performed in ImageJ freeware (24) expanded with the MTrackJ plugin (25) .
RESULTS
First, the mapping algorithm was validated on an artificial sequence using a Monte Carlo simulation. The nucleus was approximated by a flattened ellipsoid (80 3 50 3 40 voxels) in which 60 random points were generated, representing telomere positions. Then the ellipsoid was deformed using a random affine transformation composed of three separate components (of uniform distribution): the three axes of the ellipsoid were independently rescaled (between a factor 0.9 and 1.1), the ellipsoid was rotated (between 258 and 158 along the long axis of the lateral plane and between 2108 and 1108 along the axial axis), and translated (between 210 and 110 pixels in the lateral direction). 10,000 simulations were performed resulting in average telomere displacement of 8.7 AE 15.7 pixels. Subsequent contour matching and point tracking resulted on average (all transformations combined) in a remaining telomere motion of 2.4 AE 3.5 pixels (or 72.5% reduction), only coming from the motion and deformation of the nucleus. This Monte Carlo simulation was repeated with only transformations in the lateral plane, i.e. without the rotation around the ellipsoids axis and without the scaling in the nonlateral direction. The simulation of only lateral transformations resulted in an average remaining telomere motion of 2.2 AE 3.7 pixels (74% reduction).
As it is not known beforehand what the actual mobility of objects in a nucleus will be, it is difficult to validate the algorithm on a real dataset per se. To test the accuracy of the algorithm we diverted to a dataset with maximal resemblance to the natural situation: ECV-TRF2 cells were acquired during fixation with methanol (Fig. 3) . From the moment methanol is added, all active and intrinsic motion is blocked. At the same time, the cold methanol induces a contraction of the entire cell, including the nucleus, which persists for about 10-20 min. In this setting, telomeres only become displaced by the deformation of the nucleus and the telomeres' centers can therefore serve as ground truth for validation, i.e. the performance of the algorithm can be judged by its' relative minimization of the displacement error. Although the induced shrinking is relatively isotropic, not all nuclei deform in the same way, not all parts of the nu- cleus contract equally and not all telomeres relocate equally far. 97 telomeres coming from three different nuclei were manually tracked during seven frames. This resulted in 582 ground truth telomere matches. The influence of the different signatures and the different radial basis functions used by the mapping was tested. These tests were performed using 60 sample points for the contours; more samples did not yield better results (Supp. Info. Fig. S4 ).
The proposed mapping was compared with a rigid mapping and with a nonrigid mapping based on the Demons registration algorithm (13) . For the latter we used a Matlab implementation without symmetry criterion (26) . The following metrics were used for error estimation: remaining telomere motion, standard deviation of the motion, and the number of false matches in the tracking algorithm (Table 1) . A linear basis, i.e. polyharmonic basis of degree 1, performed best for all four signatures. From the four signatures tested, the ''tangent direction signature'' gave the best result.
Finally, the algorithm was applied to a real dataset from transiently transfected LMNA 2/2 cells. Nuclei from these cells display dramatic, apparently random deformations, which clearly drive a subset of telomeres in a given direction. This makes it difficult to estimate the inherent mobility of the telomeres within the nucleus. 34 telomeres coming from three different nuclei where manually tracked over nine frames. This results in ground truth of 272 telomere displacements. In Figure 4 , an example of the mapping is shown. As can be seen, the mapping removes most of the motion stemming from nuclear deformation (Table 1) . These results show a significant difference over nonprocessed data. Again, these results confirm the biharmonic radial basis and directional signature as the proposed mapping which results in the least telomere displacement. Note that this displacement is not a measure of error since these results come from living nuclei, i.e. there is still telomere motion coming from other biological processes than nuclear deformation. This telomere motion should however be considerable smaller than the motion induced due to nuclear deformation and displacement. It took on average 2,689 ms to calculate the weighting parameters used by the mapping, i.e. w j , a, a x , and a y in Eq. (3). For each telomere, the calculation of its mapped location took an additional 103 ms. Approximately 90% of this time was spent on the calculation of the geodesic distance between points. There is no significant difference in computational time depending on the type of signature or on the type of basis function used. This means that for a realistic number of 50 tracked telomeres the total time requirement for contour mapping between consecutive frames is 7,839 ms. In comparison, Kroons' implementation of the Demons method (26) required 56,520 ms for registering consecutive frames. Although the latter method is independent of the number of telomeres it is clearly more time-consuming.
DISCUSSION
In this article, a new algorithm was proposed for registering cell nuclei without any shape constraints. The proposed technique works in two steps. First, nuclear boundaries are optimally aligned through time, by matching their signatures. Telomere motion over a period of 15 min, represented as color-coded tracks of the telomeric centers of mass. The calibration ranges from 10 min (white) to 25 min (dark blue). (e) Deformation of the nucleus over the same period, represented by the nuclear outlines of consecutive time points (f). The nuclear mapping result after contour matching using a tangent signature and a radial basis of degree 1, superimposed onto the outlines of the nucleus at 10 min (red) and 25 min (blue). The calibration bar represents the relationship between gray values and the magnitude of the gradient displacement (g). The result of telomere mapping after contour matching using a tangent signature and a radial basis of degree 1. The red and blue curves are the contours of the nucleus at 10 and 25 min and the red squares and blue dots mark the centroids of the telomeres of the respective time points. The green triangles represent the location of the telomeres predicted by the mapping, i.e. solely based on the deformation. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com] Three different error metrics were calculated: remaining average telomere displacement D (nm/min), the standard deviation of D and the number of false matches (FM) in the tracking algorithm. These metrics were calculated on the raw data set (non-processed data) and after registration using rigid registration, a variation on the Demons registration algorithm and the proposed contour-matching algorithm. The latter was tested with four different signatures (a complex signature, a centroid distance signature, a tangent direction signature, and a curvature signature) and polyharmonic spline interpolation with radial basis of four different degrees ( Of the four different contour signatures that were tested, the tangent direction signature proved most efficient. Based on this contour matching, the entire nucleus is mapped using polyharmonic interpolation, radial basis of degree one gave the best results.
The primary goal of this registration procedure was to enable an accurate estimation of telomere mobility in living human cells undergoing dramatic nuclear deformations such as human LMNA 2/2 cells. The nuclei in the 4D CLEM recordings display both nuclear deformation as well as lower level telomere mobility, making it difficult to assess the true performance of the algorithm on these datasets alone. On the other hand, it was difficult to simulate such a multifactorial dynamic system in silico, as this would have required explicit knowledge on the expected biological deformations. Therefore, we have limited the possible deformations in the simulation to affine mappings. In an attempt to overcome the limitations of simulations, we devised a method for controlled deformation, devoid of additional individual object mobility, with maximal correspondence to the biological topic of interest: a chemically induced shrinking procedure. To our knowledge, this is the first time such an approach was adopted for mimicking deformation of biological material in an uncompromised and controlled manner. Using this approach, we demonstrated a 5.5-fold increase in localization accuracy with respect to the raw data set. Some part of the remaining error of 64.85 nm/min might be due to the contribution of axial components in three-dimensional movements, which may have been obscured by mapping the deformation in 2D (on projections). However, both cell types under investigation are adherent and have a flattened nuclear shape in the axial direction suggesting that most of the deformation does indeed occur in the lateral direction (27) . Nevertheless, neither axial deformation, nor rolling phenomena can be excluded. To estimate the influence of these nonlateral deformations, simulations with all possible three-dimensional deformations were compared with simulations containing only lateral deformations. This resulted in a net gain of 2% removal of telomere motion compared to the full deformation simulations (74% vs. 72%), which shows that lateral movements indeed cause most of the motion and 2D mapping already removes a major contribution. This is based on the assumption of an affine transformation, whereas nuclei are obviously not restricted to this type of stringent transformations. Future work should therefore focus on extending the method to 3D, e.g. by warping contours on a slice by slice basis, or by using more complex 3D shape matching techniques, before applying a 3D polyharmonic spline mapping. Next to the error induced by 2D mapping, the interpolation and the shape matching will introduce a small error as well as both are approximations of the real biological deformation.
The general assumption for this work was that the bulk movement of the nucleoplasm could be predicted purely based on the movement of the nuclear boundary. This is supported by particle-tracking microrheology (PTM) studies, which have shown that the intranuclear region is much stiffer than the cytoplasm, and also more elastic than viscous, indicating a strong solid-like behavior (28) . Nevertheless, the nucleus is not a homogeneous structure and consists of transient nuclear microdomains, resulting in local differences in viscosity (28) . These differences may explain remaining localization errors and need also be taken into account when analyzing subnuclear particle dynamics in living cells. Therefore, a natural next step in the validation and elaboration of the presented algorithm would be to apply PTM as a model for passive diffusion in the same biological systems (29) .
The essential novelty of our study is that, in contrast to most of the existing methods, no specific shape constraints are imposed on the contour mapping (9, 12) . By doing so, it is possible to map contours with a non-elliptical shape, which lack clear and stable landmarks. Some work has been done on generic nonrigid registration without shape constraints (11, 13, 30) , but several of these methods use intensity, which is unstable and highly variable in fluorescent images. Yang et al. proposed a method based on the mapping of segmented nuclei, but their method has difficulties coping with strong deformations, e.g. not all telomeres are mapped inside the nucleus (13) . The only work known to the authors handling strongly deformed nuclei restricts itself to shape analysis (31), but does not result in a nuclear mapping, which enables the study of telomere dynamics.
In live cell data, it became clear that this type of registration is essential for accurate estimation of the telomere displacements. The average displacement was reduced by a factor 2.8 with the proposed mapping: 189 AE 42 nm/min without registration, and 66 AE 11 nm/min using the mapping. This obviously emphasises the importance of the mapping for accurate mobility estimations. The mapping does not only influence the quantitative measurements of telomere dynamics but also has a positive impact on the tracking algorithm. The number of false matches obtained with the iterative closest point algorithm reduces with approximately 61%, which is an improvement of 12% compared to registration using the Demons method.
In conclusion, we have presented a novel registration technique for mapping strongly deformable nuclei. Given the large variety of pathologies (laminopathies, cancer. . .) and processes (apoptosis, mitosis) that are associated with strong nuclear deformations, we believe this algorithm has generic value by improving the accuracy of mobility measurements of genome loci and nuclear protein bodies.
